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Would You Like To Improve Your Communication Skills?Are you and your partner always having
the same fights? Do you feel unable to get your point across? Are you feeling nervous every time
you have to give a speech or make a presentation?You Are Not Alone!There's no shortcut to
effective communication. Just like any other skill, mastering communication takes time and
practice. This game-changing communication book will give you the blueprint, all you have to do
is invest time in yourself.Are You Ready?365 Days With Effective Communication: Change Your
Mindset & Transform Your Life In A Year!Ian Tuhovsky, the best-selling author of multiple
communication books, self improvement books, and mental discipline books, has created a
simple, yet highly-effective communication skills workbook that will help you reach your goals
faster with fun and easy daily exercises.There Are 365 Reasons To Start Reading "365 Days
with Effective Communication". Here Are Just The Top 5: Re-Discover Yourself: Answer Deep
Questions And Revaluate Your Goals, Needs, And Dreams Master The Art Of Body Language:
Look And Feel More Confident Than Ever Understand The Importance Of Dialogue: Control
Your Tongue, And Handle Your Anger Improve Communication: Ask The Right Questions, And
Use Emphasis & Volume To Get Your Point Across Develop Meaningful Relationships:
Establish Boundaries, Learn How To Say "No", And Stop Having The Same FightsAnd That's
Not All!Every single day, you will be able to challenge, reinvent, and improve yourself - one
exercise at a time. Broken down into easy-to-follow categories (weeks), you will be able to work
on multiple conversation and communication skills, fine-tune your skillset, and improve both
personal and professional relationships. GIFT TO YOU INSIDE: Link to download the 120-page
e-book “Mindfulness Based Stress and Anxiety Management Tools” for free!What Are You
Waiting For?Click "Buy Now" & Start Your 365 Days Of Effective Communication Today!
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my loneliest times, I picked up a book called Drawing Through the Right Side of the Brain. Betty
Edwards, the author, promised me that I would discover art. Instead, I discovered language and



how it impacted me.As I started, I witnessed the struggle between the left and right side of my
brain. The left side was chattier and opinionated while the right observed things as they are. To
draw well, I was told to focus on my right brain, and I tried everything. I reconstructed a Picasso
art piece by copying it upside down. I listened to music and copied the drawing one line after the
other, following the bumps and the shapes next to each other. Without naming them, I observed
them just as lines. Try as I might, the left side often took over. It told me how disfigured the faces I
was making were, that I could show it to my friends as soon as I was done for a good laugh but
also validation.And then I did an exercise that broke the spell. It required me to press my thumb
and index finger together with one hand, and with the other draw what I observed for five
minutes, but without looking at the paper. Artists use this exercise to outwit the left side of the
brain, and as I began to do the exercise myself, I understood why. I watched time fall apart and
come together as I drew one line, then another, then another until the timer rang. In those five
minutes, I felt suspended in time where all that existed were these patterns. I realized that the
reason I hadn’t discovered art up till now was because my language had limited me.I began first
by questioning my understanding of time. The impatience, the need to get things done, the “now”
and “urgently” and “what will happen if I don’t do this?” I realized that my impatience was
because I treated time as if it were this ephemeral thing that would escape me if I didn’t squeeze
all the life I could out of it.The language I used did not just color my understanding of time, it also
colored my understanding of my artistic ability, myself, and others. Language trapped me in a
cage of my interpretations; my misuse of it stained my interactions.Betty Edwards did not just
teach me how to draw, she showed me how to live. If I didn’t get caught up in the games of
language, if I reshaped my language to reshape my experiences, if I allowed my right brain to
just capture things as it saw them, free of any misconceptions, any prejudices, my capacity to do
things would be limitless … and through this newfound freedom would be borne fresh
experiences and a capacity for genuine connection and intimacy.I had struggled with intimacy
my whole life. I came from a broken household with broken people who didn’t know how to tell
each other how they felt, so instead they told each other how they should live. I was used to the
fight, and the flight and the freeze, but I wasn’t used to a response. I had so many fractured
relationships, so many people I had cut out of my life as means to heal from my pain, but if I were
honest with myself, the pain remained, and I felt constricted. The space to breathe inside me
was limited, and I longed to be free; art had been my cry for expression.But expression does not
need to be an isolated activity with a drawing paper, a scented candle, and a pencil. It can be
practiced repeatedly with people so that there is room for familiarity and tenderness.I wondered
how many of my experiences could have been helped if I rewrote my narrative. I came from a
deeply religious (albeit superstitious) household, and I have always had an irreverence about
me, mainly as a reaction. I now headed towards my bookshelf to pick up a book my grandmother
had given me, to give me an understanding of religion and its role in our lives. But this time I paid
attention to the passages she’d highlighted in yellow; they were different from the passages that
had caught my attention. She was interested in fear, wrath, and hell, whereas what had caught



my eye was forgiveness and how context was important to understand events. We’d never
spoken about why we believed the things we did.Language is a tool we are meant to use to
communicate, but instead, we use it to bind ourselves in these rigid little stories of what the
world is and isn’t. And that can be so problematic, because if we are fixated on being right about
our version of the world, we are never going to create room for a version where we could be
wrong. It would threaten our reality, which would mean we would have to take action, which
would mean that we were in charge. If we get caught in the patterns of language, don’t take out
the time we need to perfect our ability to communicate, don’t take the onus of fixing ourselves
and our language, we will lose out on the possibility to live. Human beings are born and bred for
intimacy, it is where we experience growth and the pain of growth, and what is life without either?
It is difficult to fix things ourselves. We either expect others to do the hard graft work or assume
that the world is okay as it is, but if we stop kidding ourselves and look at reality, it paints a clear
picture. Our lack of communication has caused us more problems than ease. Our
communication is reduced to emoticons and memes. And if that isn’t the case, often we let many
things remain unsaid. We let relationships fall apart, we avoid confrontation when things get
difficult. And by doing that, we give a clear message to our future generations; your words and
your voice does not matter, they do not have the power to change anything. And yet we know
that the people who have changed the world are the ones who have communicated with clarity
and conviction what they want.Today, therapists express concern about the younger
generation’s inability to use functional language, to ask for what they want without expecting it to
just fall in their laps, to communicate their desires. And if we as a generation lose that ability to
communicate what we desire, then what will our progress be? Will we be able to reach our
potential, to grow, to create, to nurture, to be united? Capitalism may promote individual interest,
but without other people, without intimate relationships, we will remain fractured elements of
what could have been, would have been, should have been, but isn’t.I often look down at my
sketchpad and wonder how simple lines taught me more about language than words did. I
thought back to all my relationships, the ones that worked and the ones that could have if only I
knew how to communicate better.I began to do the hard work, the hardest of the jobs being
shifting my mentality from “Why is it my responsibility to do this?” to “What will I gain from
this?”And I gained a lot. I repaired relationships that I thought were beyond repair, I circumvented
office politics, my partner and I grew even closer. And I let go of dead weight relationships that
cause me more harm than joy.Communication is difficult, so is choosing the right words at the
right time without letting momentary emotions cause permanent damage. What kept me going
was knowing that experiencing loneliness in a sea of people was worse. And so I learned
strategies and tactics; I gave words new meaning. Through that, I created a new life. I hope you
can do the same with this book.For every day of the year, I have a lesson for you based on
concepts. Sometimes they are lessons from the greats and the ordinary, little nuggets of wisdom
that allow us to explore language. I have condensed them into a lesson per day with references
in case there are ideas you want to explore further.James Clear, the author of Atomic Habits and



self-help enthusiast, said that if we improved even by 1% every day, by the end of the year we
would have improved by 37.78%.1 Let this be a beginning for you, to evaluate your language, to
change your perception of your experiences, to foster relationships, to free yourself from
limitations that language might bring, to being 37.78% better than you are today.2With this in
mind, let’s start with Week 1, Day 1. At the end of each page, there are exercises you can
practice. Jot down your learnings, your observations, and your experience. Not every lesson will
work, not every person will be receptive, but it’s not about other people. It’s about you breaking
free from the shackles of words and beginning a life of intimacy, connection, and love.I wish you
well.Discover How to Get Rid of Stress & Anxiety and Reach Inner Peace in 20 Days or Less!To
help speed up your personal transformation, I have prepared a special gift for you!Download my
full, 120 page e-book “Mindfulness Based Stress and Anxiety Management Tools” for free by
clicking1 Clear, J. (2018, August 08). How to master the art of continuous improvement.
Retrieved August 29, 2020 from https://jamesclear.com/continuous-improvement2 Clear, J.
(2018, August 08). How to master the art of continuous improvement. Retrieved August 29, 2020
from https://jamesclear.com/continuous-improvementWeek 1 Day 1Being
Somebody“Everybody wants to be somebody; nobody wants to grow.”- Johann Wolfgang von
GoetheThe Office is a famous American sitcom based on relatable characters and their
experience working dead-end jobs in a sales office. In the first season Jim, a sales employee,
converses with his friend Pam who is a receptionist:“I am really excited to meet your
mom!”“Yeah, why?”“I want to ask her questions.”“Such as?”“I want to ask her whether you
always knew you wanted to be a receptionist.”Pam laughs and takes it in stride. On the side, she
makes illustrations. That’s where her interest lies. But as with many of the listless characters on
the show, she does nothing about it. We are the same in our own lives.We talk about how much
we enjoy playing sports and yet plop ourselves in front of the television every night, too tired to
move. We talk about how much we enjoy listening to music and how we want to learn an
instrument, yet most of our time is spent scrolling through Instagram and Facebook until the
apps let us know that we have consumed all the information on our feed for the past two days. If
that isn’t a wakeup call, then let me be—it isn’t the number of days you have, it’s what you tell
yourselves about them.To put an end to that, go back to your first experience with growth—
puberty. Everything hurt: your knees, your legs, your calves, your armpits, everything was
expanding and swollen and caused you so much pain that you could barely sleep. Your mind has
stored this information. Your subconscious mind remembers this pain and therefore does not
want you to experience it. It is protecting you from the agony it remembers. But by protecting you
from this imagined agony, it is stunting your growth, the very thing that has led you to the point
where you are a breathing, functioning, capable adult.When I was learning how to swim, my
mind and heart would be filled with panic at the thought of losing breath. My chest would feel
constricted, and I would be ready to stick my neck out of the water at the slightest discomfort
when I’d hear my swimming instructor shout out, his voice bubbling in my ears, “When your brain
starts telling you it’s time to take in a breath, you are still at 60% capacity.” Although reluctant, I



tested that theory, and he was right. I could feel pressure on my lungs, I would feel a panic rise,
but my mind was still alert, my body ready, my heart pumping blood; my brain was just trying to
protect me.Think of your feeble pleas from the same lens. Your brain is trying to protect you from
imagined pain, from the change that you know is good for you. To be a healthy contributing
citizen, to be a good worker, writer, salesman, even to shed a pound, there needs to be
movement, so start from the basics.ExerciseTony Buzan introduced the idea of mind maps as
early as the 1970s. It was used by companies such as IBM and even the UN, and it has the
potential to be ten times as effective as regular journaling.3 Grab a drawing paper and colors.
Better yet, create an experience out of it, scented candles, music, and the works. This is your
future you’re talking about.Draw yourself at the center of the map, and from it extend branches in
different colors; it could be personal, professional, spiritual, health-centric—whatever you are
interested in—and from that create stems. Along with words, make pictures—get creative. From
the nucleus (you), you’ll see different ideas growing, ideas that have been latent within you that
are now in colors and drawing, vivid as ever. This will make your vision concrete. With that clarity,
and once you have figured out the why, the how will fall into place.3 How to Mind Map With Tony
Buzan (Using 3 Simple Rules). (2019, November 11). Retrieved August 29, 2020 from https://
mindmapsunleashed.com/how-to-mind-map-with-tony-buzanWeek 1 Day 2Where to
Begin“Start where you are.Use what you have.Do what you can”- Arthur AsheIf you want to be
somebody, anybody, and it doesn’t need to be someone famous, even if you want to be a good
mom, daughter, friend, employee, and boss—start with yourself. The way you interact with
others stems from the way you interact with yourself.Be ready to have your point of view
challenged, to catch yourself making mistakes you thought you were incapable of, to become
aware of your biases, and instead of shutting them out of your mind, accept them. Don’t judge or
shame yourself. Be curious about them.We have given a language to certain feelings too.
“Anger,” “jealousy,” and “resentment” are bad, and so we shut ourselves off to feeling that way,
but all feelings exist because they are trying to teach us something. Stick with it, let yourself feel
the pain, sit with it, and ask, “Why does this feeling exist? What does it want to teach
me?”Remember those growing pains? You only recalled them once I mentioned them. It was for
a brief moment that felt agonizing and endless but then slipped into the crevices of your mind,
and you forgot that it ever existed. While a mother delivers a child, she is in pain. As she endures
it, she vows she will never do it again, but once the baby is out, she is filled with endorphins and
pure unadulterated joy. Giving birth to new ideas, beliefs, children, making room for growth, it’s
all painful, but if you can look beyond the pain, you will find something different. Ursula Le Guin,
the renowned author, wrote a moving passage about it:“And yet, I wonder if it isn’t all a
misunderstanding—this grasping after happiness, this fear of pain … If instead of fearing it and
running from it, one could … get through it, go beyond it. There is something beyond it. It’s the
self that suffers, and there’s a place where the self—ceases. I don’t know how to say it. But I
believe that the reality—the truth that I recognize in suffering as I don’t in comfort and happiness
—that the reality of pain is not pain. If you can get through it. If you can endure it all the way.”4I



disagree with her only slightly. I think beyond the pain there is happiness. It’s the language we
associate with happiness that limits our understanding of it. So go ahead, start your
conversation with yourself. It might be uncomfortable, but this is the first place to make
amends.This will be an everlasting love.ExerciseBring your attention to your effort.Think of your
to-do list and how much you accomplish from it. This could include work-related tasks,
meditating, making time for loved ones. But instead, this time mark yourself on the amount of
effort you expended. Did you do all you could to complete the task, or were some of your
reasons excuses? Do an honest assessment of this. As you continue to monitor your behavior
over time, you’ll see that the more effort you expend, the less tied you will be to the result.4
Popova, M. (2018, December 06). Ursula K. Le Guin on suffering and getting to the other side of
pain. Retrieved August 26, 2020 from https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/29/ursula-k-le-guin-
the-dispossessed-suffering/?
fbclid=IwAR1n0TvrQsURAtu1lsSNrBgd54g7tI2G6lQVzP2VBNdbO5VEHFnKCyGQL8UWeek 1
Day 3The Doors of Perception“If the doors of perception were cleansed everything would
appear to man as it is, Infinite. For man has closed himself up, till he sees all things through
narrow chinks of his cavern.”- William BlakeIf you ask anyone about their views on the world,
they’ll think they’re on the right side of history. People are not inherently evil. If you whittle down
their choices, every behavior is a result of good intentions. What gets in the way is their
beliefs.Reality is subjective. It is the difference between glass half-full or glass half-empty and is
based entirely on the mental filters we use to see the world. These filters give meaning to our
experiences through our beliefs, values, and culture. What may be oppressive for some may be
a way of life for another.These beliefs and values form the foundation for how we govern our
lives. Adults who had traumatic childhoods have higher threat detection since their survival and
safety was based on their vigilance. Based on perspective, one person may perceive a threat
where another sees opportunity; if both sprout from the same source, the same environment,
then where does the difference lie and how can we use this to our advantage? Our first
corrective measure is to look inside. Instead of assuming our behaviors control us, consider the
beliefs behind our behaviors.Our beliefs are often scripted, funneled through multiple narratives,
the countries we inhabit, the cultures, and subcultures we are a part of, the collective narrative of
our people, the beliefs of our respective house units; if you monitor closely, you’ll see how your
mind carries multiple beliefs based on the outside world and some based on your interactions
with the world. As children, we took our parent’s beliefs as final. As teenagers, we questioned
them but mainly out of rebellion, but very few of us sat down to question the basis of these belief
systems, because things seemed to be chugging along, and we didn’t want to ruffle feathers.Our
behavior is a result of our beliefs, but our beliefs are hard to examine because we’re not always
proud of them.We’ve all encountered that student in class or that colleague who is known to
share your ideas as their own, use “I” instead of “we,” withhold information. You might think of
them as cut-throat and unsupportive, but that is the symptom, not the root. Maybe they believe
that there isn’t enough in the world for everybody. Maybe this person grew up in a household



where money and information were withheld as a form of control. The belief may be acquired;
the behavior is a result. By acknowledging the distinction, you make room for real change. But
this exercise is far easier when analyzing someone else’s behavior.Become aware of your
beliefs and have the strength to not only question them but also to be compassionate towards
yourself, especially if your beliefs make you uncomfortable. You must allow the thoughts to cross
your mind. Once you understand your own belief system and its limitations, you will be able to
navigate other peoples as well.ExerciseJot down the limiting/negative beliefs you have on paper,
then replace them with ones that incite action and are positive.For example:Limiting belief:“I am
terrible with numbers.”Replaced with:“I’ve never explored my potential with numbers.”Or“I am
ready to take on my next challenge. I’m good with challenges.”“This change will not occur
overnight, but everything worthwhile takes time.”Week 1 Day 4Self-Talk“What you think, you
become. What you feel, you attract. What you imagine, you create.”- BuddhaYou are probably
aware of your inner voice, the personal narrator who runs a monologue of your life’s daily events.
This voice is a combination of different factors. It is our conscious thoughts, unconscious biases,
parents, society, and our own beliefs that combine to form that resounding voice in our head that
gives meaning to our daily experiences.5Unfortunately, human nature is prone to negative self-
talk. How often do you hear people around you say things like “I can’t do anything right,” “I’m so
dumb,” “I’m careless,” “You’re the expert, I don’t know how to do this.”? While they may think they
are being modest, or worse, objective in their assessment, in reality, this is what’s holding them
back. Our negative self-talk is not a result of heightened self-awareness, it is a result of
fear.Humans hate uncertainty. It is why we create routines and discipline ourselves into following
them. It’s why we stay in a job even when we know it doesn’t make us happy. Again, our brain is
trying to protect us (based on its conclusions of past events), and our inner monologue further
solidifies our understanding of our experience. Result? We are stuck in a loop, like hamsters on
wheels. To change our narrative, we have to change the way we speak to ourselves.People may
come and go, but your relationship with yourself is life-long. And the more you tell yourself what
you can’t do, the more likely you are to listen to yourself and then retreat into a shell. But while
negative talk can hold you back, positive self-talk can be what propels you to a successful future.
One way to start talking positively is by creating a distance through language. Instead of referring
to yourself in first person, you could speak to yourself in second or third person. This space will
allow you to approach situations with a certain detachment, and you’ll handle them calmly.For
self-talk to be most effective, you have to focus on the present moment. By not letting past
situations cloud our mind, we allow ourselves to recognize opportunities that can help us
accomplish our goals. In times of crisis, or if you hear your inner voice take a critical approach,
remind yourself that negative self-talk does not reflect reality; it is just a lens through which we
see the world. Negative self-talk fixates on disappointments, embarrassments, regrets, and
people pleasing, while positive self-talk reminds us of our courage, our ability to see beyond the
challenges of the present. It recognizes the power and potential we as human beings have within
us.We often feel hapless at the hands of life. Especially given the world’s current direction;



torrential rains, forest fires, a global pandemic, if there is ever a time for life to have felt out of
control, it is now. But it is not adversity that defines you. It is your reaction to it, and your best
reaction will be when you tell yourself you can.You can handle this.You have the power within
you.Harness it.ExerciseWear a rubber band around your wrist, and snap it gently every time
your inner voice gets critical; whether it’s a simple “I can’t do it” or a more destructive “I’m
useless.” The idea of this exercise is to:a) Bring awareness to the number of times in a day you
criticize yourself. Once you are aware of it, ask yourself, what would you say if this was a friend of
yours?b) Help your brain begin to subconsciously avoid the stimulus to avoid the unpleasant
snapping experience.65 Self-Talk. (n.d.). Retrieved August 29, 2020 from https://
www.psychologytoday.com/intl/basics/self-talk6 Cherry, K. (2020, August 26). How does
aversion therapy work to fix unwanted behaviors? Retrieved August 29, 2020 from https://
www.verywellmind.com/what-is-aversion-therapy-2796001Week 1 Day 5Self-
Confidence“Success isn’t a result of spontaneous combustion. You must set yourself on fire.”-
Arnold GlasgowAfter a lifetime of beating yourself up and telling yourself what you can’t
accomplish, it won’t be easy to become a positive self-affirming person. But it will take as much
hard work being miserable. Often people mistake self-confidence for arrogance and shy away
from it for that reason. But arrogance is a result of deep-rooted insecurity, while self-confidence
comes from a quiet assurance that you are good enough.Five years ago, I was in a dead-end
job, with a smoking habit that would potentially kill me, and was miserable. When I met my
partner and found love, I decided I wanted to quit smoking. Why should they have to suffer on
behalf of my poor habits? I read How to Quit Smoking by Alan Carr and found that the physical
symptoms faded within the first ten days, and by week three I wasn’t always thinking about
smoking either. It made me wonder what else I could accomplish.This led me to my second
concern, my weight. I had unhealthy eating habits, didn’t like what I saw in the mirror, and as a
result of that, I would binge even more. Once I quit smoking, it freed up approximately three
hours of my day (I counted!). I decided to replace my need to smoke with exercise. I picked up
tennis, and before long, I was enjoying the wind, the coach’s encouragement, and my
improvements. I wanted to see how I could get even better.And so to develop my stamina
further, I began running. I downloaded an app called C25k, went from running 30 seconds to a
full 5 k, after which I downloaded the app C210k to, yep you guessed it, run 10 k, and this led me
to run my first half marathon. I was never much of a fitness freak; I wouldn’t even participate in
PE when I was in school, but when I saw that even I had athletic potential, I knew there was
more I could achieve. Since then, there has been no looking back—I began writing every day, I
started a business, and I committed to my mental health. And it all started from a single moment
where I decided to quit smoking.When you build a skill, it is not just about becoming more
accomplished, it is also about doing something that reminds you of your worth. Aside from
boosting your confidence, it is also fodder for great conversations.And conversations do not
need to be solely about our highlight reel. They can also be about our struggles. Along with my
successes, I also spoke about my challenges, because by sharing our hopes, dreams, and our



tough experiences, we help others see us as breathing, feeling, fallible creatures just like
themselves. Being the full version of ourselves is the beginning of any great
relationship.ExerciseLook at the mind map you drew earlier. You might have mentioned things
you want to do; maybe it was learning a new language or starting a consistent exercise routine.
Now pick a skill you want to start with, and apply the two-minute rule.Every day, attempt the skill
for at least two minutes. You’ll see how easy it is to get started. Once you get started, you can
keep going. Maybe it’s one of those days that you can’t do more than that, that’s fine too; it’s still
two minutes more than before. You could also give yourself quantifiable goals.For example, if
you want to exercise, maybe you could begin with one push-up a day and build it one push-up at
a time. By that rule, by the end of the year, you would be able to do 365 pushups!Apply the same
rule to anything else you want to pick up. If you want to learn a language, you could download
apps like Duolingo and learn a language five minutes a day. It just takes a few minutes a day to
build a skill, but the feeling and results last a lifetime.Week 1 Day 6Being Authentic“Authenticity
starts in the heart.”- Brian D’AngeloConnection is possible only if conversations are rooted in
authenticity. Often people say things like “Keep your personal and professional lives separate”
and “I’m a different person at home than I am at work.” I think that’s part of the problem. Of
course, depending on where we are, we need to keep up certain social rules, but that doesn’t
mean we need to put on a façade. The message can remain the same; we can remain the same,
but the way we communicate can be altered.The way I communicate with my child compared to
the way I communicate with my parent would be different, but both relationships (ideally) should
be intimate and should depict true versions of myself. It is when you are not being true to
yourself that you experience discomfort because you are scared that somebody will discover
your true intentions or your true self.The first step is full acceptance of who you are, the good,
the bad, and the hideous. Research suggests that people judge a person’s self-esteem within
the first minute of exposure7 So you may think that you have done a great job keeping your true
intentions and self under wraps, but people have already formed their impressions of you based
on who you are or what you’re hiding, so what’s the point?Often, we keep our personalities
hidden because we are scared of judgement from others, but instead of being afraid of it, try and
understand it. What a person thinks about you has less to do with you and more to do with who
they are. Put their opinions in context, and once you do, you might understand the reasons
behind their judgement. Or better yet, you would shift the focus to getting to know someone else
better, and that interest in others will soften you towards them.There is no such thing as “normal.”
That adjective in itself is difficult to define or relate to because everyone’s version of normal is
based on what they’ve grown up seeing.Before 2020, we considered life as normal, and life
during Corona is being referred to as the “new normal.” It is a reality where we wear masks when
we head out, keep a 1.5-meter distance from others, and our physical contact with others is
limited. But it is our new idea of normal. Our definitions evolve as circumstances
change.Recently the show Friends made a comeback through Netflix, and many Gen Z viewers
found it to be homophobic and pointed out how there were very few people of color in the show.



But for its time (the 90s), the show was very progressive. What millennials and Gen X view as
normal now was not the way of the world then. Sometimes we shy away from ourselves because
we aren’t proud of who we’ve been, but if we’re doing it right, who “we” are isn’t fixed; we are
evolving, and our decisions back then were based on the information we had at the time.The
only way to a successful life is one where you are true to yourself and aren’t held back by what
the world MIGHT think of you if you showed them your true self. It’s better to be rejected for who
you are than who you pretend to be. At least you know that you made the effort, and at the end of
the day, isn’t that what it’s about? The effort, the journey, and who we become as a result of it?
ExerciseTake a pen and paper. Draw a line through the middle, and use the left side to answer
these questions. Imagine yourself as a child and think about:8a. Who did you want to be when
you grew up (before you became aware of any limitations)?b. What are your earliest memories of
happiness? What were you doing? Who was with you? Were there any other feelings aside from
happiness? On a scale of 1 to 10 (1 least and 10 highest), how comfortable were you during
these times?Now towards the right side of the page, answer the following:1. What are you doing
today as an adult?2. Who influenced the decision?3. Is it what was expected of you?4. What
parts of your personality strengthened as a result of it?5. What is the narrative around your
career? Did you choose it or did it choose you?Now move on to another piece of paper and jot
down answers to the following questions:1. What is your most recent memory of being happy?
What were you doing? Who was with you? What else were you feeling? On a scale of 1-10 (1
being the least, 10 being the most), how comfortable were you during these moments?2. Does
happiness have the same meaning over the years for you or has it changed?3. How authentic do
you feel?4. Do you feel true to yourself?5. What is one thing (or more) in your life that makes
sense to you (Marriage? Job? Passion?)?Now stop writing, and just look at all the answers
you’ve written down. Do the answers from your past match the answers from your present? Is
there something that made its way into adulthood?Is there any information there that surprises
you? Place the second paper below your first. See where the connection is as well as where the
disconnect lies? Where do you think you got lost? What answer grabs your attention first, and
what do you want to do about it?7 Hirschmüller, S., Schmukle, S. C., Krause, S., Back, M. D., &
Egloff, B. (2017). “Accuracy of self esteem judgments at zero acquaintance.” Journal of
Personality.8 Finding Your Authentic Self Exercise. (2020, June 30). Retrieved August 29, 2020
from https://www.therapyinphiladelphia.com/tips/finding-your-authentic-self-exerciseWeek 1
Day 7How the Body Never Lies“A good stance and posture reflect a proper state of mind.”-
Morihei UeshibaVerbal and non-verbal messages both trigger a reaction in the person they’re
addressed to. Oftentimes our body language itself communicates far more than our words do.
You may not say anything to the colleague you find annoying, but your dismissive body language
lets him know exactly what you think of him.People respond to both our verbal and non-verbal
cues, so to deal with difficult conversations, we need to be mindful of both words and our body.
Think about it. When you see someone with slouched shoulders, you assume they’ve had a
tough day, if a person leans over in a professional setting, you might view it as an intimidation



tactic, if a teenager shrugs their shoulders, you take it as a sign of impoliteness. In all these
situations, you are letting their body fill in the gaps that their words aren’t, so don’t you think
others are making the same assessments based on your body language?Your body language
includes your gestures, your facial expressions, and even your posture. Through each, you can
pick up on unspoken issues, problems, or even negative feelings people have. Instead of being
alarmed by how much your body can give away, you can adapt your body language and use it in
a positive way to strengthen the message you pass on.The simplest solution when attempting to
diffuse tough situations (or even avoid them), is to use mirroring. By mirroring the body language
of the person you are talking to, you can make them feel comfortable and also build rapport. Be
mindful of this, however, because copying every gesture would make the other person feel
uncomfortable or might even make them think that you aren’t taking them seriously. Imitate to the
point that the person thinks that you’re on the same wavelength, but not so much that it makes
them uncomfortable.In nerve-wracking situations, use a few simple cues (e.g., keep your hands
still, avoid fidgeting or touching your face). Through these minor corrections, people won’t
misread your intentions or won’t base their reactions on an interpretation of your body language.
And most importantly, try and look interested. The way to look interested could include briefly
touching your cheek or stroking your chin to indicate that you’re thinking of an answer, but don’t
overdo it.Through simple alterations to our body language, we become in control of the
message we convey. It is up to the listener then to respond to it.ExerciseDo you have some non-
verbal tics (e.g., folding your arm or crossing your legs)? How could you alter them slightly to
change people’s reactions?Week 2 Day 1Being Congruent“Integrity means congruence. Words
and behavior match.”- Nathaniel BrandenWe spoke about the importance of body language and
how it relays information even when we don’t put in words. But our tone, our pace, our
breathiness when we speak, our posture, all tell a story, so we need to make sure that our body
and words are saying the same thing.The first thing that people notice when you walk into the
room is your posture. Are you standing straight, are you placing weight on both legs, are your
feet slightly spaced? Is your chin pointing up? All of these are the signs of a confident and self-
assured person. Thanks to mirror neurons, people respond to our body language. Raised
eyebrows, a smile, a relaxed jaw, all add more depth to the words that you use. You could give
your words more weight by adding gestures.Gestures are the way you use your hands. You can
replace your nervous energy with excitement by moving them, but make sure that the gestures
aren’t too exaggerated. Ideally, your gestures should be controlled from your shoulders to your
torso. That way they enhance your message instead of detracting from it by seeming too
exaggerated.Along with your words, the quality of your voice matters. Children have a range
when they speak, but as we grow older, we shy away from using expression in our voice. By
modulating your voice, you show others that you are assertive and expressive. Additionally, by
managing the pace at which you speak, you can alter the message entirely. If somebody talks
too fast, they can seem anxious. By increasing and decreasing your rate of speech depending
on the message, the conversation can be more deliberate.It’s not just what you say, it’s how you



say it.Exercise1. Before giving a presentation, try the following:a. Stand with your feet shoulder-
width apart.b. Put your shoulders back.c. Put your chin up.d. Keep your hands in front (hands
behind the back invoke mistrust), or use them in gestures.e. Smile.This is an assertive stance,
which shows that you are prepared for whatever comes your way.2. To slow down your pace,
practice breathing exercises. The simplest one is when you extend your hand and start tracing
the fingers. Breathe in for half the finger, and breathe out for the other half. Do this a couple of
times, and watch your nerves calm down.Exercise 2Before an important conversation, rate your
energy level, then dial it up by 20%. People feed off your energy. When you walk into a room
feeling low or dejected, people will feed off you. If you enter any room with enthusiasm and
passion, people will respond to it too. It’s also a great way to channel nervousness.Exercise 3In
situations of conflict, you can reduce the level of threat you or the person you’re speaking to feel
with just a slight adjustment. When you feel an altercation come on, shift your stance such that
you are standing at an angle. Either you can stand at a 45-degree angle from the person, while
still making direct eye contact, or you can stand side by side as it signals collaboration; observe
whether the conversation takes a different turn.Week 2 Day 2Being Yourself“Be yourself is all
that you can do.”- Chris CornellA lot of times we hold back on being ourselves because we
expect rejection or disapproval, but by doing that, we miss out on genuine connections. By
disclosing parts of ourselves, we make relationships come alive. Without that disclosure, we are
isolated in our experience. Whether we like it or not, we disclose details about ourselves around
other people all the time. Even in case we are silent and withdrawn, we are revealing something
about ourselves. The key is to disclose yourself effectively.Disclosure means revealing
information about yourself but not a distorted version of yourself that makes you more attractive
to others, your true and authentic self. Johari window is a technique that was created by
psychologists Joseph Luft and Harrington Ingham to help represent an entire being by dividing it
into four quadrants:9a. Open Self: This includes all your conscious actions and statements.b.
Blind Self: This is stuff that others can find out about you that you might be unaware of (e.g.,
defense mechanisms, habits, mannerisms, etc.).c. Hidden Self: This is your secret desires and
feelings that you keep to yourself.d. Unknown Self: This is your subconscious.The information in
these quadrants is flexible and moves from one to another. Everything that we experience finds
its place in the hidden self. The stuff we forget makes its way down to the unknown self. Some
experiences even form our habits unconsciously and move to the blind quadrant. Some we are
embarrassed of, so we move them to the hidden self while others we notice and pass on to the
open self. Self-disclosure is when you move observations/thoughts/feelings from the hidden self
to the open self. If you are good at revealing who you are, the open self quadrant would be the
largest. The larger your open self, the more rewards of self-disclosure you will receive.Self-
disclosure is valuable for many reasons. It helps us understand ourselves better by making
sense of our feelings; it creates chances for intimacy and so relationships deepen. When we
make ourselves available to people, they are encouraged to open up too, and the range of topics
you speak about broadens. The conversation flows beyond facts and opinions. It also lightens



our burden. We can examine our choices and get feedback on different situations. And by
sharing yourself with the world, you have more energy to experience life.ExerciseIf you were to
assign a percentage to each of the quadrants, where would you lie?9 McKay, M., Davis, M., &
Fanning, P. (2018). “Chapter 2: Self-disclosure.” In Messages the Communication Skills Book.
Oakland, CA: New Harbinger Publications, p. 34.Week 2 Day 3The Importance of Smiling“Life is
a first impression. You get one shot at it. Make it everlasting.”- J.R. RimClothes, money, and
fortunes aren’t enough to make a lasting impact—a smile goes a long way. Our expressions form
the first impression, and a smile tells other people that you like them and are happy to see
them.Again, a mechanical or insincere smile doesn’t fool anyone. If you’re not smiling with your
eyes, everyone knows that it isn’t real, and they resent you and wonder about your intentions.
The same way that encouragement is more effective than punishment, a smile is more inviting
than a frown. A smile is so powerful that you can even hear it through the phone. Have you ever
been talking to someone and you just know that they’re smiling at the other end?If your voice
has warmth and the other person feels that you want them to be a part of something, they’re
more likely to respond. And because they feel wanted, they’ll end up enjoying the experience.
People rarely do well in things unless they enjoy them. Again, it is important for you to genuinely
enjoy being around people if you want them to have a good time meeting you.A smile has the
power to change an atmosphere. Suppose you woke up every day and instead of eating
breakfast sullenly and rushing off to work, you smiled, wished everyone a good morning, and
carried on. What impact would that have on your mood? What impact would it have on someone
else’s?If you don’t feel like smiling, don’t force yourself. Do something else that makes you
happy; maybe hum or sing or whistle. Doing an activity that encourages lightness will put you in
a good mood. Sometimes action and feelings work together, and actions can help regulate our
feelings10.Even in ancient times, the Chinese understood this, and there is a proverb that exists
from Ancient China, soaked in wisdom, “A man without a smiling face must not open a
shop.”11ExerciseBefore you start your day, begin with an activity that brings you joy. Maybe it is a
bubble bath (we save the things we enjoy for the end of the day, why not reverse it?), maybe it is
drawing or reading, or singing your favorite song, but start your day with joy. This is if you are a
person who doesn’t smile very often. By doing something that puts you in a good mood, you will
radiate positivity or at least the right outlook.Or … practice your smile! Stand in front of a mirror
and relax your face. Visualize a place that makes you happy. First, smile slightly by tightening
your cheeks and exposing your teeth just a little. Hold this look for ten seconds. Then give your
biggest smile for ten seconds, then relax your face and give a half-smile. Hold this for ten
seconds. Repeat this exercise several times. This will allow your face muscles to relax, and when
you DO have to smile, it will feel more natural!10 Carnegie, D. (1981). “A simple way to make a
good impression.” In How to Win Friends and Influence People, Revised Edition (Later Printing
ed.), Part 2 Chapter 2. Simon & Schuster, p. 81.11 Carnegie, D. (1981). “A simple way to make a
good impression.” In How to Win Friends and Influence People, Revised Edition (Later Printing
ed.), Part 2 Chapter 2. Simon & Schuster, p. 83.Week 2 Day 4Eye Contact“Eyes are the window



to the soul.”- The Bible (Matthew 6:22-23)You might have noticed that certain people look in
different directions while you talk to them. This is because they are trying to access information
in different ways.12 Staring in different directions clues us into the way a person thinks (e.g., If
people look up and towards their left, they’re trying to access an image from their memory. If
someone looks down and to their left side, they might want to recall something that someone
said to them). By moving their eyes in different directions, they are accessing information that
has been stored as internal dialogue. Most of the information we receive about the world, we
store in our subconscious. When we want to access memories, we have to flit through different
memories before we access the right one.By knowing how a person thinks, it can allow you to
ask better questions and communicate better. For example, in case you speak to someone who
gives answers quickly, it might be helpful to ask them questions that are more detailed and
require them to think, or if you’ve identified that a person thinks with images, sounds, or feelings,
you could use concrete, sensory details. You could point to the same direction a person was
looking while recalling something. These subtle cues will be stored by the person you are
conversing with and will help build a familiarly even if they don’t quite understand the
reason.While maintaining eye contact with a person is important, we also have to be aware of
how eye contact can make another person feel. If the person you are conversing with shies away
from eye contact, they might feel intimidated if you stare at them squarely in the eye.Julia Minson
is a social psychologist from Harvard who through her research proved that if people were
forced to look at a speaker while they made their case, the people listening were more likely to
stick to their old opinions versus someone who was staring at the speaker’s mouth.13 In such
cases, mirroring the person you’re speaking to would be more effective because you would
seem assertive, not domineering. In the latter, the other person would get defensive and
wouldn’t listen to what you have to see, and as we know, without listening, there is no openness
and no real chance of building rapport.ExerciseNLP (Neuro-linguistic programming) is used by
practitioners and coaches. This particular assessment is known as NLP Eye Accessing, you
could use it to understand a speaker better. Once you understand their eye movements, change
your speech to suit them (e.g., use vivid language for people who remember visuals better, etc.).
See how they respond!14Eye moves up and to the right: The brain is accessing a visual memory
of something the person has already seen.Eye moves up and to the left: This is a visual image of
something the person hasn’t seen before: fantasy.Eye moves directly to the right side: The brain
is accessing an auditory memory of something the person has heard before.Eyes move directly
to the left side: The brain is creating a sound and this is a fantasy.Eye moves down and to the
right: The person is talking to himself and the brain is processing an internal dialogue.Eye moves
down and to the left: The person is feeling something either through touch or through feeling.Eye
straight ahead unfocused or dilated: The brain is quickly accessing information; this is usually
visual but can also be sound, feelings, or images.Observe your eye contact when people ask
you questions to understand your cues as well!12 Schneider, N. (2016, January 05). NLP eye
accessing, how to know how someone is thinking. Retrieved August 30, 2020 from https://



www.globalnlptraining.com/blog/how-to-know-how-someone-is-thinking/13 Chen, F.S., Minson,
J.A., Schone, M., & Heinrichs, M. (2013). “In the eye of the beholder.” Psychological Science,
24(11), pp. 2254-2261.14 Co., M. (2019, August 29). NLP eye accessing cues. Retrieved August
31, 2020 from https://www.mindtools.co.th/personal-development/neuro-linguistic-programming/
nlp-eye-accessing-cues/Week 2 Day 5Eye Signals“There is a saying, ‘Eyes are the windows to
the soul.’ It means, mostly, people can see through someone else by eye contact in seven
seconds. I have a habit that if I meet someone I don’t know, I’d like to look at her or his eyes on
purpose. When my eyes lay on them, I can immediately see their true color.”- Peng LiyuanEyes
are capable of revealing a lot about what a person is saying or thinking.When making
conversation with another person, pay attention to their eye movements. Some of the things you
might notice would be whether someone is making direct eye contact or looking away, how
much they are blinking, or whether their pupils are dilated, etc. When evaluating body language,
begin by paying attention to their eye signals:15Eye Gaze: If someone is looking directly into
your eyes as you talk, it shows that they are interested in what you have to say and are paying
close attention. However, if the eye contact continues for an uncomfortable length, it can feel
threatening, at which point you can look away. If someone is breaking eye contact and looking
away frequently, it shows that a person is either distracted, uncomfortable, or trying to mask their
real feelings.16Blinking: We can’t help blinking when we speak as it’s natural, but you should
also pay attention to whether a person is blinking too much or too little. People who blink more
rapidly usually do so because they are feeling uncomfortable or distressed. Somebody who
doesn’t blink as much might be trying to intentionally control their eye movements (e.g., maybe
they don’t want to get caught in a lie, or they are trying to mask emotion).17Pupil Size: This is a
very subtle non-verbal communication sign. Light elements in the environment can control pupil
dilation, and sometimes even emotions can cause changes in the pupil size. Highly dilated eyes,
for example, can make it seem that a person is interested in another.18ExerciseHave two face-
to-face conversations today, one with someone you know closely and one who is an
acquaintance, and evaluate their eye signals. How do they differ? How are they similar? Is there
a difference in comfort level?15 Cherry, K. (n.d.). How to read body language and facial
expressions. Retrieved from https://www.verywellmind.com/understand-body-language-and-
facial-expressions-414722816 D'agostino, TA, & Bylund, CL. (2014). “Nonverbal
accommodation in health care communication.” Health Communication, 29(6), pp. 563-73.17
Marchak, FM. (2013). “Detecting false intent using eye Blink measures.” Front Psychology,
4:736.18 Jiang J, Borowiak K, Tudge L, Otto C, & Von Kriegstein K. (2017). “Neural mechanisms
of eye contact when listening to another person talking.” Social Cognitive Affective
Neuroscience, 12(2), pp. 319-328.Week 2 Day 6Managing Eye Contact Differently“Eye contact
beats any conversation.”- Christina StrigasEye-contact techniques help you master the
impression you make, provided you understand the different messages your eyes can pass on.
“Eyes are windows to your soul” is an apt adage, but beyond keeping good eye contact, we need
to know what impression our level of eye-contact makes on someone else. For example, in



business meetings, prolonged eye contact can be seen as a sign of confidence, but for a person
who is insecure or anxious, it can be an intrusion or even threat of attack.The amount of eye
contact that is acceptable largely depends on the cultural context as well. In some, it can be
considered disrespectful. In others, it can be advantageous, so understanding the people you
are dealing with helps in deciding the best way forward. However, largely, especially in Western
cultures, extended eye contact is considered to positive, especially if it’s between the two
sexes.A study was conducted by Boston Center where opposite-sex individuals were asked to
have a two-minute casual conversation where they asked half the subjects to maintain eye
contact by asking them to count the number of times their partners blinked. The other half had
no special directions for eye contact. When they were questioned later, the people who
maintained eye contact reported feelings of fondness and respect. They had no idea their
partners had merely been counting their number of blinks.19Aside from creating feelings of
respect and affection, extended eye contact also gives the impression that you are an intelligent
and abstract thinker. Since abstract thinkers can integrate data quicker than concrete thinkers,
they can continue to look into someone’s eyes even when they’re silent. However, how this is
perceived varies according to gender. Yale psychologists conducted a study where they tested
the correlation between eye contact and positive feelings. This time the subjects had to deliver a
personally revealing monologue and the listeners had to react by varying their eye contact as the
partner talked.20 While within women this encouraged feelings of intimacy, men felt threatened
by other men if they were stared at for too long.When you look intently into someone’s eyes, it
increases their heartbeat and adrenaline, and those feelings can be uncomfortable, so how you
manage eye contact needs to be modified depending on the context.Exercise 1When speaking
to your partner, continue to look at your partner while imagining that your eyes are glued to them
like “sticky sweet toffee.” When they are done talking, don’t break contact. When you look away,
do it slowly so that the break in conversation is not abrupt.In case you are having this
conversation within genders, you can alter the duration of the eye contact.19 Lowndes, L.
(2003). “How to strike everyone as intelligent and insightful by using your eyes.” In How to Talk to
Anyone: 92 Little Tricks for Big Success in Relationships, (1st ed.). McGraw-Hill Education, p.
10.20 Lowndes, L. (2003). “How to strike everyone as intelligent and insightful by using your
eyes.” In How to Talk to Anyone: 92 Little Tricks for Big Success in Relationships, (1st ed.).
McGraw-Hill Education, p. 12.Week 2 Day 7Facial Expressions“When your face says it all, your
mouth waits its turn.”- Anthony T. HincksFacial expressions are universal forms of body
language. You can use expressions to convey a variety of emotions such as sadness, anger,
fear, and happiness. These are similar throughout the world. In his book The Expression of
Emotion in Man and Animals, Charles Darwin proposed that facial expressions evolve to
communicate emotional states that are important for a person’s social survival. He said that
certain facial expressions are innate and therefore universally expressed.This theory was then
tested in 1971 by two psychology researchers Paul Ekman and Wallace Friesen, who
researched people from a tribe in Papua New Guinea who at the time had very little contact with



Western culture. They conducted an emotional recognition task where the interpreter had to
read emotional stories to the members of the tribe. The tribe was then asked to match photos of
America’s facial expressions to the story. People from both cultures showed the same facial
expressions for six basic emotions (anger, fear, happiness, sadness, disgust, and
surprise).21Research even suggests that we make judgement calls on a person’s intelligence
based on their face and expressions. A study found that individuals who had narrow faces and
prominent noses were considered more intelligent. People with smiling expressions were also
considered to be more intelligent than those with angry expressions.22Before you even say
anything, people form an opinion about you based on your expressions. A study conducted in
1993 by psychologists Nalini Ambady and Robert Rosenthal showed silent video clips of high
school and college teachers as they taught. The strangers rated their non-verbal behaviors to
gather their teaching effectiveness.23 The strangers’ ratings were very similar to the ratings from
the teachers’ students, as well as supervisors who knew them and their work well. Our “gut”
reactions are often accurate in predicting many social characteristics including
personality.Expressions help us determine whether we trust a person. A study found that the
most trustworthy facial expression is one where we have a slight raise of eyebrows and a slight
smile; this suggests both friendliness as well as confidence.24 So if expressions are instinctively
understood, why not work to better your own?ExerciseIn your next conversation, observe
people’s facial expressions and what that lets on about your conversation. Are they interested?
Is the smile genuine? Is their body congruent with their words?21 Ekman, P., Friesen, W. V., &
Ellsworth, P. (1972). “What are the similarities and differences in facial behavior across
cultures?” Emotion in the Human Face, pp. 153-167. doi:10.1016/
b978-0-08-016643-8.50030-622 Kleisner K, & Chvátalová V, Flegr J. (2014) “Perceived
intelligence is associated with measured intelligence in men but not women.” PLoS ONE,
9(3).23 Kathleen Bogart Assistant Professor of Psychology. (2020, June 11). Facial expressions
are key to first impressions. What does that mean for people with facial paralysis? Retrieved
from https://theconversation.com/facial-expressions-are-key-to-first-impressions-what-does-that-
mean-for-people-with-facial-paralysis-5935924 Todorov, A, Baron, SG, & Oosterhof, NN. (2008).
“Evaluating face trustworthiness: A model-based approach.” Social Cognitive Affective
Neuroscience, 3(2), pp. 119-27.Week 3 Day 1Mouth Expressions“Every true or inherited
movement of expression seems to have had some natural and independent origin. But when
once acquired, such movements may be voluntarily and consciously employed as a means of
communication.”- Charles DarwinReading a person’s mouth expressions and movements can
be an important part of reading body language as well. For example, if somebody chews on their
bottom lip, it might indicate that the person is expressing fear, worry, or insecurities. If someone
covers their mouth, it might be one of two things—maybe they are being polite while yawning or
coughing, but it could also be a way for someone to cover a frown or hide their distaste.One of
the best signals we can use are smiles, but even they can be interpreted in different ways. A
smile can have many different meanings, and for it to see genuine, it has to extend to the eyes. A



smile that only uses the mouth shows insincerity. In some cases, it can be used to express
sarcasm and even cynicism.25If you are evaluating someone’s body language, pay attention to
the following signals:a. Pursed lips: This might indicate that the person is expressing their
distaste or distrust.b. Lip biting: People do this when they feel worried or anxious.c. Covering
their mouth: This can be when people want to hide an emotional reaction as they don’t want to
show either a smile or a smirk (e.g., if someone says something during a meeting that you find
humorous, but it isn’t an appropriate moment to laugh).d. Turned up or down: A few changes to
the mouth can say a lot about what a person is feeling. In case the mouth is slightly turned up, it
might mean that a person is happy or optimistic. If a person’s mouth is slightly down-turned, it
can show sadness or even disapproval.Sometimes what you feel can be explained through
small micro-expressions. You can use those to understand how a person is feeling.26a. Surprise:
Here your jaw will drop open and the teeth are parted, but there is no tension or stretching in the
mouth.b. Fear: The mouth is open and lips are tensed, stretched, or drawn back.c. Disgust:
Cheeks are raised.d. Anger: Lower jaw juts out.e. Happiness: Mouth may be parted with teeth
exposed.f. Sadness: Here the jaw comes up and lower lip pouts out.g. Hate/Contempt: One side
of the mouth is raised as a way to show superiority.Exercise 1Do this exercise with a friend to
see which micro-expressions you make. If you can get control of them, you’ll gain better control
of interactions.Exercise 2To make a good first impression, keep a slight smile on your face to
exhibit quiet confidence.25 Roter, DL, Frankel, RM, Hall, JA, & Sluyter, D. (2006). “The
expression of emotion through nonverbal behavior in medical visits. Mechanisms and
outcomes.” J General Internal Medicine. 21 Suppl 1:S28-34.26 Edwards, V. (2020, October 6).
“The definitive guide to reading microexpressions (facial expressions).” Science of People.
https://www.scienceofpeople.com/microexpressions/Week 3 Day 2Gestures“A gesture cannot
be regarded as the expression of an individual, as his creation (because no individual is capable
of creating a fully original gesture, belonging to nobody else), nor can it even be regarded as that
person’s instrument; on the contrary, it is gestures that use us as their instruments, as their
bearers and incarnations.”- Milan KunderaWhen a speaker talks to their audience, it is not just
limited to the words they use; it is a combination of words, verbal delivery, and body language.
Gestures are movements that are woven into our lives and that carry different messages. One of
the biggest advantages of using hand gestures in public speaking is that it helps you connect
with your audience better. It is an excellent storytelling tool as hand and finger movements help
make a conversation or even a speech more interesting.People pay more attention to
movements and gestures during the speech, and if you move your body with purpose (i.e., to
stress upon an idea by either clapping or pointing), your audience is more likely to remember
what you’re saying. Psychologically, we are drawn to movement, and it is what helps us
remember experiences better. An active speaker leaves a better impression than an inactive
one.Gestures are among the most direct and obvious body language signals. Waving, pointing,
and using fingers to indicate numbers are all commonly used and easy to understand gestures.
However, in other cases, gestures can be cultural (e.g., a peace sign in one country could have



an entirely different meaning in another country). Having said that, some gestures are common
across the globe and have a few possible meanings (words also provide a context in these
cases):a. Clenched fists can show anger or even solidarity.b. Thumbs up or thumbs down can be
shown as signs of approval and disapproval.c. The V sign can mean peace or victory in some
countries, whereas the same sign with the back of the hand facing outward is an offensive sign
in both the United Kingdom and Australia.Arms and legs are also useful in conveying
information, so when evaluating body language, follow a few more signals:a. Crossed arms: This
may show a person is feeling defensive, self-protective, or even closed-off.b. Hands on the hips:
This could either mean that a person feels ready and in control or could be a sign of
aggressiveness.c. Tapping fingers or fidgeting is a sign that a person is bored, impatient, or
frustrated.d. Crossed legs shows that a person is feeling closed off or needs privacy.e.
Expanding arms can be an attempt to seem larger than life or to have a more commanding
presence while keeping arms close to the body could be a way of minimizing attention.When
evaluating signals to read emotions, you should pay attention to inconsistencies (e.g., Is the
person saying something while their body language says something else?). What are all the
gestures saying together (i.e., eye contact, body language, and voice)? And then trust your
instinct.ExerciseNote down what verbal cues you exhibit in situations where you feel
uncomfortable or impatient.Week 3 Day 3Posture“Good posture can be successfully acquired
only when the entire mechanism of the body is under perfect control.”- Joseph PilatesHow you
hold your body can have a great impact on both your physical and mental health, plus it also
reveals a lot about who you are, your attitude as well as your confidence. A study that was
published in Health Psychology even found that our sitting posture influences our stress
responses (i.e., by maintaining an upright posture when stressed, we can maintain our self-
esteem as well as increase a positive mood versus sitting with a slumped posture).27 Posture
refers to the way we hold our bodies as well as our overall physical form. It says a lot about how a
person is feeling and can even hint at their personality traits (e.g., Is a person confident, open or
submissive?).If somebody sits up straight, it might indicate that a person is focused and paying
attention. Sitting hunched forward or slumped in a chair might imply that a person is bored or
even indifferent. When you read someone’s body language, pay close attention to the message
they are conveying:a. An open posture is when a person keeps the trunk of their body open and
exposed. This shows that they are both friendly and open.28b. A closed posture is when
someone hides the trunk of their body, either by hunching forward or by keeping their arms or
legs crossed. This could either indicate hostility, unfriendliness, or even anxiety.29To develop
good posture, you can try the following:30a. Develop awareness about your posture, and you
can do a quick check-in between switching activities.b. Move around every hour, and if you can’t
afford to do that, at least stand up and focus on your posture. Moving around can relieve muscle
strain and improve your breathing, attention, and productivity.c. Keep your keyboard at elbow
height, and allow your wrists to remain straight as you type.d. Keep your cell phone at eye level
so you don’t bend your head.e. Adjust your chair so that your feet can touch the floor.f. Don’t



cross your legs, and keep your ankles in front of your knees while maintaining a small gap
between the back of your knees and the front of the chair.g. Sit back against your chair, and in
case it doesn’t support your lower back, you should keep a pillow there.h. Hold your head high
and looking forward so that your shoulders move naturally.Exercise 1Check your posture by
standing next to a wall with the back of your head, shoulder blades, and bottom touching the
wall. Your feet should be two to four inches out from the wall. Walk away from the wall holding the
posture and return to it to see if you can maintain alignment.Exercise 2When evaluating
someone’s gestures, pay attention to their body and shoulders. Is the body relaxed, stiff, or
immobile? Are the shoulders tense or relaxed? That will tell you a lot about how safe they feel
with themselves and in that conversation.27 (n.d.). Retrieved from https://psycnet.apa.org/
record/2014-37739-00128 Vacharkulksemsuk, T, Reit, E, Khambatta, P, Eastwick, PW, Finkel,
EJ, & Carney, DR. Dominant, open nonverbal displays are attractive at zero-acquaintance. Haas
School of Business, University of California, Berkeley.29 Vacharkulksemsuk, T, Reit, E,
Khambatta, P, Eastwick, PW, Finkel, EJ, & Carney, DR. Dominant, open nonverbal displays are
attractive at zero-acquaintance. Haas School of Business, University of California, Berkeley.30
Wasson, A. (2019, June 28). What your posture says about you. Retrieved from https://afmc.org/
afmc-healthspot/what-your-posture-says-about-you/#:~:text=Good body posture indicates that,
and you value the conversation.&text=Poor posture can also indicate a lack of self-esteem.Week
3 Day 4Breathing“If you want to conquer the anxiety of life, live in the moment, live in the
breath.”- Amit RayBody language plays a great role in what we communicate to the extent that
even the way we stand or breathe can have an impact on the message we give people.If we
stand slumped, it can show that we are tired, feeling sad, or exhibiting a sense of inferiority.31 In
other cases, tall people might slump so that they don’t tower over others. Usually, an erect
posture is a sign of people who have greater confidence and are more open. If people lean
forward in a conversation, it shows interest and openness, while leaning away shows lack of
interest. If someone is tense or rigid with their posture, they are likely to be defensive, while a
relaxed posture exhibits openness.Another way we can figure out other people’s feelings and
attitudes is by observing their breathing. If we breathe rapidly, that can show excitement, fear, or
even irritability. Someone who holds their breaths or gasps for air shows built up tension or even
anxiety. Those who do shallow breathing from the upper chest often indicate a thinking mind that
is cut off from the feeling mind. Those who can breathe deeply from the stomach are likely to be
associated with feeling and action.By watching people and imitating their breathing, you can
learn a lot about who they are. You can understand a person’s way of breathing by focusing on
the way their collar rises and falls. Check the speed and depth of breathing and then imitate your
breathing in the same way. This allows you to observe the feelings that come up for you. In the
process of imitating, you may take on the feelings of the other person.To observe your breathing,
you can pause and pay attention to how you are breathing and feeling. Experiment with different
patterns to find one that works for you. For example, if your breath is shallow and you’re feeling
sad, try breathing deeper and quicker and see how you feel. In case your breathing is fast and



you feel anxious, take deep breaths for a few minutes and notice how you feel.Changing your
breath has the power to change your feelings.ExerciseNext time you are out, observe your
conversation partner’s breathing and imitate it. What changes do you experience in your body?
31 McKay, M., Davis, M., & Fanning, P. (2018). “Chapter 4: Body language.” In Messages the
communication skills book. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger Publications, p. 64.Week 3 Day
5Paying Attention“To pay attention, this is our endless and proper work.”- Mary OliverTo engage
and form real relationships, we need to be present. A lot of our time is spent in our heads, in
imagined scenarios of things that can happen or should be happening but not in the now.We
need to start paying attention both inside and outside of ourselves. When we start listening to
ourselves, we get clarity about what is important to us, and if we start paying attention to the
world around us, we start seeing beauty in everything. We recognize people’s intentions, we can
recognize needs and patterns, and then we can address them based on the reality of the
situation, not a fantasy.The first step can be to can retrain your mind. Pay attention to different
sounds in your environment. Close your eyes and think of all the different sounds you can hear
right now. Now give them labels. It could be birds chirping, rain splattering against the
windowpane, cars honking. The more you do this, the more attuned you’ll become to your
surroundings. You’ll be able to differentiate between different sounds and even become aware of
others that hadn’t entered your observation previously. By practicing this exercise for a few
minutes every day, you will find your ability to concentrate improve drastically. Remember that
your mind is a muscle, and your attention “muscles” will strengthen over time; the stamina and
power can either strengthen through exercise or atrophy through inaction. Choose
wisely.ExerciseA sense countdown is a great way to ground yourself and become aware of your
surroundings. It reduces panic and anxiety and is also a great way to remind yourself that in the
present, nothing is harming you. Since there is no threat, you can be alert and ready to take on
whatever challenge comes your way.Step 1: Take a deep breath, and list down five things you
can see.Step 2: List down four things you can hear.Step 3: Touch and name three different
textures. Notice how they feel.Step 4: Notice and name two different smells.Step 5: Taste and
name one thing, take a deep breath again.This task should help you become mindful of the
sensations within your body, and you will begin to understand these as fleeting experiences by
becoming aware of their associated patterns. You will detach from base emotions and become
aware of your responses. This gap in time between an event and your response is the first step
to altering your reaction, even if it is a fraction of a second. And in that fraction, you can choose
to do something differently.Week 3 Day 6Meta-Models“Your beliefs become your thoughts,Your
thoughts become your words,Your words become your actions,Your actions become your
habits,Your habits become your values,Your values become your destiny.”- Mahatma
GandhiWhen we receive raw information from the world, we receive it through our senses. This
information is embedded deep in us, and it forms the structure based on which we create our
reality. When we create reality based on our experiences, we do so by using three main
processes: removal/deletion, generalizations, and distortions. Each of these models do not use



the full information we need to communicate and they make it difficult for us to communicate with
others and understand them.a. Deletions: This is when we omit certain information that may be
relevant in a situation. Simple deletion is when we speak generally (i.e., “I expected better.”)
From what? From whom? Who caused your disappointment? The second omission is
comparison. We remove information by comparing ourselves to others: “They are better than
me.” How? What are they better at? Are they better than you at everything? Define better. The
third is when you don’t have a benchmark (i.e., no one is named in the situation). For example, “I
was told to watch out.” By who? What do you need to watch out for? Who was threatening you?
Another is when you use an unspecific verb “She hurt me by doing what she did.” What did she
do exactly, what specifically about her actions upset you?b. Nominalization: This is when you
change a verb to a noun by reducing the whole process to a single event (i.e., “I’m game.”) For
what? By answering the question in full, you take responsibility for the process. The second is
cause and effect, explaining away one situation through another, although it is not linked directly
(e.g., “He didn’t heed my advice because he doesn’t love me.”). Do you listen to everyone’s
advice all the time? And if you don’t, does that mean you don’t care for them? Another is mind-
reading. You support your point of view based on assumptions about the other people’s
behaviors, “She thinks I’m stupid.” Where did you get that idea, what did she say that made you
believe that? Complex equivalent is another where you believe one event caused another but it’s
only true because of a person’s belief systems. This also applies when you support a fact based
on authority, which has not been specified For example, “We were told not to discuss this.” Why?
By whom?c. Generalizations: This is when we apply a blanket approach to all our experiences
“Always,” “Never,” “No one.” For example, “She never listens to me.” Really? Never? Or does she
not listen to you sometimes when your values differ or she has a different approach to a
problem?d. Presumptions: These are hidden assumptions you have. “Yeah, this is who she is.”
How do you know? What has led you to make the conclusions that you have?ExerciseUse the
meta-models above to understand other people, but don’t inundate them with questions. People
feel uncomfortable if their imperfections are exposed, and the purpose of meta-models is to
improve your communication. Use them instead to build rapport.Week 3 Day 7Understanding
Mental Filters“Your perception may not be my reality.”- Aporva KalaMental filters refer to our pair
of glasses through which we “filter” the world. All the information we receive comes through our
senses and has to go through our mental filter before it has a chance to reach our conscious
awareness. The reason we have them is to make our day-to-day interactions less overwhelming.
Mental filters protect us from information overload, but then the question becomes: what is your
mental filter, and is it working for you or are you working for it?After understanding your mental
filters, and for you to build empathy, you need to recognize the different ways in which you can
adjust your message so that it can reach the intended goal of your interaction. There are six
mental filters we sift information through:32a. Meta-programs: These are mental filters that
operate on a subconscious level and don’t have information or content. They just describe the
way we think about things. They are a way of maintaining or identity by holding on to certain



generalizations or breaking them down.b. Values: These are another mental filter where they rely
on both content as well as information. Through these filters, we evaluate certain choices to see
whether they are relevant for us or not. Our values dictate our actions, and their importance
depends on the task at hand. For example, if my value for the day is to be committed to my work
and I can complete what I set out to do, I will feel good about myself. Some values matter more
to us than others, so we can arrange them in hierarchical order. In some cases, two values may
be conflicted in a decision. In such a case, you have to prioritize which value matters more. For
example, is your career important at the expense of your family life?c. Beliefs: These are our
convictions that things are true, and they are based on our general assumptions about how the
world operates. These are the presuppositions we have about life that either create or remove
the power and control we have over our personal lives.d. Attitudes: These are a collection of our
beliefs and values about a subject.e. Memories: These affect our perception of situations as well
as our personality. The problem with these are that memories aren’t facts and can alter as time
goes on. However, it is not the accuracy of memories that matters, it is how they make us feel.f.
Decisions: These are decisions that we made in the past that might impact our whole life. The
impact of these is on a subconscious level because many of these decisions were made so long
ago that people have forgotten they ever made them. A lot of them aren’t even evaluated
afterwards, and often it is the impact of these decisions that limits us instead of allowing us to
grow.ExerciseGive yourself five minutes on the clock, and do a free writing exercise for each of
the mental filters mentioned above. This will allow you to write the first thing that comes into your
mind without screening your thoughts. Once you have, you can always elaborate points further
to understand what your understanding of the world is and why.32 Productivity tools for smart
leaders. (2018, July 11). Retrieved September 25, 2020 from https://smartleadershiphut.com/
visualization/mental-filter/Week 4 Day 1Understanding Meta-Programs“From the tattered edges
of an exhausted mind, inspiration blooms … mental filters disintegrate and walls crumble, as the
ocean of creativity washes over everything.”- Jaeda DeWaltMeta-programs are mental filters that
operate on a subconscious level. These don’t have any content or information, they just describe
the way we think about things. These meta-programs are one way people can maintain their
identity by either breaking down or maintaining certain generalizations they make. By
understanding meta-programs, you can predict certain behavior.a. Motivation to and motivation
from: Motivation to refers to people who are focused on their goals, whereas motivation from is
focused on problems that they want to avoid. Those who are motivated “to” can motivate
themselves through positive enforcement, whereas those who use the “from” meta-program are
constantly aware of the bad things that can happen if they don’t perform a certain task and use
fear as a motivator.b. Similarities/Differences: People who are oriented towards similarity will
focus on how things are similar even in different contexts. Such people do not like changes and
stay away from technology or anything too novel. Those who focus on differences like to notice
and try different things. Such people like challenges and even enjoy growth. If we consider
language, people who use the similarity meta-program use words like “traditionally,” and



“commonly,” whereas people who use the differences meta-program use words like “innovative”
and “opposed to.”c. Options and Procedures: People who focus on options like choice don’t like
to opt for the safe option and feel better when they have an impact on the process that leads
them to their goals. People who focus on procedure like to follow a set template to avoid
mistakes and aren’t tempted to exert their own choices.c. General/Detailed: People who follow
the general meta-program can look at the full picture or the bigger perspective. People who are
more detailed like to look at the specifics of the whole.d. Authority of External/Internal: People
who lean towards external need authority and the support of other when making a decision.
They may ask for other people’s opinions and make decisions based on their feedback.
Meanwhile, people oriented to internal authority rely on their own beliefs. When trying to
convince either, you can tell them how they have the support of others OR you can tell them how
much independence and impact they have.e. Me vs others: People who follow the “me” meta-
program focus on the benefits they receive from a situation versus what other people benefit
from. In such a case, when interacting with these people, you can always use the “what’s in it for
me approach,” and for people concerned with others, you can talk about “community” and the
“impact on the organization.”You can recognize meta-programs by asking the right questions
and then listening to the answers they give. In many situations, the questions aren’t even
necessary because through simple conversations, you can discover certain patterns. Just
because you identify a pattern doesn’t mean people will always abide by it. What meta-program
we choose depends on the context as well. Observe and be flexible in your
communication.ExerciseIdentify which meta-programs you exert and in which situations.Week 4
Day 2Understanding People’s Map of the World“All that we see or seem is but a dream within a
dream.”- Edgar Allan PoeMost of us talk in ways that become very difficult for other people to
understand because they don’t get the context. Since people’s map of the world is hidden, it is
often easier to assume that they approach the world from the same lens that you do. The truth of
the matter is that people draw from different experiences and very rarely do they say what they
mean. To understand other people, there are four language patterns to keep in mind:33a.
Deletion: This refers to material that has been omitted from a sentence. You don’t know what the
speaker means exactly so you fill in the blanks based on your own assumptions. In such a case,
you can ask people for information that would make it easier to fill in the blanks. For example, if
someone says they’re confused, or happy, you can ask them specifically why or about what.b.
Vague pronouns: This is when the speaker uses pronouns that don’t clearly reflect who or what
they are speaking about.c. Vague verbs: Words such as “moving,” “gripping,” “yawning,” and
“titillating” are specific while words such as “see,” “move,” and “touch” are not specific enough for
the listener to get a clear understanding.d. Nominalization: This is when the speaker uses
abstract nouns that give the impression of talking about concrete things even though he or she is
not. Phrases such as “your guilt” and “our relationship” are examples of nominalization. They
don’t talk about anything in particular that people can agree or disagree on. Guilt and how it
operates for you and someone else could mean two completely different things. Another



example could be if you talk about making a “decision.” A more concrete way to address this
would be to talk about what the decision is about.ExerciseAsk questions in the following
statements to clarify deletions/vague pronouns and verbs/nominalizations:a. I am depressed.b. I
am not good enough.c. She is better than I am.d. This is easy.e. It was incredible.f. It doesn’t look
right.e. She makes me angry.f. You are frustrating.g. I can’t see any solutions.h. The day was full
of problems.33 McKay, M., Davis, M., & Fanning, P. (2018). “Chapter 8: Clarifying language.” In
Messages the Communication Skills Book. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger Publications, p.
106.Week 4 Day 3Clarifying Meaning“It is wiser to find out than to suppose.”- Mark
TwainEverybody experiences the world differently and from their own lens. Depending on how
you were raised, your socio-economic background, and your culture, you form a map of the
world based on your prior experience of it. This map of the world allows you to make sense of
everything around you and allows you to gather what you need to focus on and let go of. It also
gives you an understanding of who you are in context to everyone else. What you place
importance on might be a result of something you feel you like. For example, an average student
might place a lot of value on intelligence and might also believe that they have to work harder
than others. Your experience of the world is subjective, and everything you see, hear, or feel is
an interpretation. This interpretation then becomes your reality.The plus side is that since you
create the map, you are responsible for the choices you create and the limitations you put on
yourself. The purpose of this map is to guide you to your optimum choices, not limit you and your
potential. Every person’s behavior makes sense when you consider their choices within their
own contexts.The downside is when people begin to think that their map of the world is the only
map of the real world; here is when choices become limited because now your map has all these
obstacles. When you think in absolutes such as “always,” “never,” “everybody,” and “nobody,” you
end up distorting your reality.People’s reality may differ from yours and even the same language
could have different connotations for people. “Love” might mean security for some, and could be
a game for others, marriage could mean settling down for some and an adventure for others. In
Richard Bandler and John Grinder’s book The Structure of Magic, they explore the possibility of
transforming grammar into linguistic tools that can then be used to explore and expand models.
They do this by thinking of messages that can be decoded to not fall under universal patterns.
These patterns keep others from understanding your perspective, keep your understanding of
the world limited, and distort your idea of the world.34ExerciseThink back to your childhood and
think about the beliefs you carry that have shaped your experience. Do you feel you have to work
harder than others? Or that you just get lucky? Or that the universe is out to get you?
Understanding your own model of the world is key to understanding anyone else’s.34 McKay,
M., Davis, M., & Fanning, P. (2018). “Chapter 8: Clarifying language.” In Messages the
Communication Skills Book. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger Publications, p. 106.Week 4 Day
4Maintaining Physical Boundaries“Arrange your personal space to support the way you work
and live”- Jeff DavidsonWhile the term “personal space” might be new, the uneasy feeling we get
when someone moves too close to us is old. Michael Graziano, a neuroscientist, mentions it in



his book The Spaces Between Us where he says that our brain creates a buffer zone around our
body, and this second skin is hardwired into our body. This buffer is flexible and changes in size
and content depending on the context. The purpose of this invisible second skin is to protect us
from threat, and in the olden days, that meant actual physical threat from predators. It also
protects us from walking into objects, and our system unconsciously monitors things around us
and adjusts our movement.We all have a specific distance where we feel naturally comfortable,
and this can vary person to person or could also depend on the cultural background, which
forms some unspoken rules. Anthropologist Edward T. Hall talked about four levels of social
distance that occurred in various situations.35a. Intimate distance: This is between 6 to 8 inches
and is the level of physical distance which shows signs of great comfort or closer relationships
between two people. It often happens when people are touching, hugging, or whispering to one
another.b. Personal distance: This is between 1.5 to 4 feet, and it occurs between people who
are family members or close friends. The closer people can stand while interacting shows a level
of intimacy in their relationship.c. Social distance: This is between 4 to 12 feet and is the
distance that is used between individuals who are acquaintances. This could apply for people
you know fairly well (e.g., a co-worker that you might see a few times a week and feel
comfortable interacting at a closer distance). In case it’s a person you see once a month, you
might feel more comfortable with a distance of 10 to 12 feet.d. Public distance: This is between
12 to 25 feet and is usually applicable in public speaking situations (e.g., a professor conducting
a lecture or when you give a presentation at work).Although people’s personal space may vary,
there a few general rules that can be followed for social and professional etiquette:36a. Don’t
touch someone if you don’t know them.b. Don’t reach out for someone else’s children unless
given permission.c. Stand at least four feet away from a person.d. If someone leans away from
you, you are probably making them uncomfortable, so move back.e. If you walk into a place that
isn’t crowded, leave an extra seat between you and the next person.f. Don’t read over someone’s
shoulder.g. Don’t go through someone else’s belongings.h. Don’t put your arm around
someone’s shoulder unless you know them well.i. Don’t enter a room without knocking.k. Don’t
cut in front of someone else.ExerciseIf someone invades your personal space you can:a. Accept
it if they don’t make you uncomfortable.b. Lean away to give the message.c. Say it outright that it
makes you uncomfortable.d. Explain the reason (e.g., if you are right-handed and a person is
sitting too close to you, you can tell them that you need space to write).35 Cherry, K. (n.d.). How
to read body language and facial expressions. Retrieved from https://www.verywellmind.com/
understand-body-language-and-facial-expressions-4147228#citation-1136 Mayne, D. (n.d.).
Follow these tips to define your personal space. Retrieved from https://www.thespruce.com/
etiquette-rules-of-defining-personal-space-1216625Week 4 Day 5Using Space for
Communication“Arrange your personal space to support the way you work and live.”- Jeff
DavidsonProxemics is the study of what you communicate by the way you use space.37 This
refers to how far you stand from someone when you are speaking to them, how you arrange your
belonging at home, and how you respond when other people invade your personal space. These



are all examples of important nonverbal statements you are making.The person who gave birth
to the ideas of proxemics was Edwards T. Hall, an anthropologist, who in 1990 described four
zones that people used then they were interacting with other people (i.e., intimate distance,
personal distance, social distance, and public distance).38 The general rule is the greater the
distance between two people who are interacting, the less intimate their relation.Intimate
distances are approximately 6 to 18 inches from the body. This is a space that is appropriate for
lovers, children, parents, or very close friends. People who we are not intimate with would feel
threatened or embarrassed if we stand this close to them. In buses and elevators, people tense
up and avoid eye contact, especially in such proximity.Personal distance is anywhere between
1.5 to 2.5 feet. This is a comfortable enough space to talk to at a party, as you can touch a
person as you speak to them. For people you don’t know as well, the distance can be between
2.5 to 4 feet (i.e., literally arm’s length).Social distance is between 4 to 7 feet, and this is a
distance that is most common with people who are clients or you are in business with. How
space is managed within these distances can be a way to assert dominance. If a boss towers
over a subordinate’s desk, he is trying to assert his status. In case there is a greater distance
(i.e., 7 to 12 feet), it is probably in more formal business meetings or social interactions. A
president or CEO is most likely to sit at the furthest distance from his employees and doing that
conveys his superiority.Public distance is from 12 to 20 feet and is usually used for informal
gatherings (e.g., a teacher in class or a boss who is talking to a group of employees). A distance
greater than 20 feet is reserved for politicians and celebrities.The amount of distance between
the zones varies between different cultures, and it also causes people to misinterpret each other.
To avoid this, it is a good idea to read up on cultures and social etiquettes before engaging in
conversation with people.ExerciseEngage someone to do this exercise with you. Stand in the
middle of empty space and ask someone to walk towards you. Tell them to stop whenever you
feel uncomfortable. The space between you and the person is your comfort zone. This may
change depending on different people, so try the exercise with more than one person. Can you
explain the difference?37 McKay, M., Davis, M., & Fanning, P. (2018). “Chapter 4: Body
language.” In Messages the Communication Skills Book. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger
Publications, p. 65.38 McKay, M., Davis, M., & Fanning, P. (2018). “Chapter 4: Body language.” In
Messages the Communication Skills Book. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger Publications, p.
66.Week 4 Day 6Personality Types“My personality traits don’t determine my destiny, they inform
it.”- Anne BogelIn the 1970s, psychologist Taibi Kahler began research to analyze the link
between personality and communication style, and through that, he discovered that people can
fall into one of the following categories:39a. Harmonizers: These are people who enjoy nurturing
others. They are sensitive to other people’s needs, and their gentle, compassionate nature
allows them to build lifelong bonds with others. They are great at validating other people but are
hurt easily. They derive pleasure from connection and helping others and don’t enjoy being
alone. They are in touch with their senses and enjoy art, food, and music. When they are upset,
they lose their confidence and become flustered.When communicating with harmonizers,



validate them and open up to them. Let them know how much their help means to you, and keep
a level tone when speaking to them. The gentler you are, the safer they’ll feel in your presence.b.
Thinkers: They like to know exactly what’s happening around them and prize logic over
everything. They enjoy dealing with facts and figures and value equality above all else. They
believe that everyone has a right to be heard, and they enjoy small intimate gatherings versus
larger ones. When under pressure, they become critical of others and can also become finicky
over trivial details such as dates, times, and schedules.When dealing with thinkers, get to the
point and back up your arguments with facts and figures. Praise them for their work, not their
personality, and be direct in all your communications. If they become pedantic, be prepared to
shift the conversation to the issue at hand.c. Persisters: These people observe those around
them and can deconstruct complicated information quickly. They can voice their opinions and
hold their values in high regard. They like to finish what they started and are conscientious
workers. They like to stick to themselves and have high expectations from themselves as well as
others. When under stress, especially when questioned about their beliefs, they can be
pushy.When communicating with a persister, be clear that you respect them, even if you don’t
agree with them. Praise them, but make the effort to understand their beliefs and values
because those are important to them. Be prepared to defend your boundaries, because they
might try to impose their will.d. Imaginers: They are clear about their feelings and are calm and
collected. They like to problem solve and put forward many solutions to a problem. However, this
can sometimes cause them to become paralyzed. They are introverted and prefer to be alone.
Their need for independence causes them to withdraw and not reach out for help.When
communicating with imaginers, respect their need to be alone and to think through a tough
situation. Be prepared to offer help a few times before it is accepted. Praise them for their ability
to take care of themselves.e. Rebels: They have a high level of energy and are fun to be around.
They enjoy being around people and can be creative, however this energy can sometimes be
destructive, especially when they get competitive. They are quick to judge others but not as
willing to accept their own mistakes. They are upbeat but quick to spiral when things don’t go
their way.When communicating with a rebel, try and match their personality. Praise them for their
imagination and their personality and give them choices when you communicate. You might
have to defend your boundaries with them too.f. Promoters: They value action over thoughts and
are persuasive. They enjoy spending time in groups and are charming. The downside is they can
use this charm to manipulate other people. They get bored easily and abandon projects.When
communicating with promoters, focus on the reality of the situation and guard yourself against
manipulation. Safeguard your boundaries, and be clear about what you need to get out of them
before they get bored and move on.ExerciseIdentify your personality type.39 Kahler, T. (n.d.)
The process model. pcmoceania.comWeek 4 Day 7Communication Styles“Communication
works for those who work at it.”- John PowellWe all have our communication styles, and our
strengths lie in different areas. Knowing where our strengths and challenges lie gives us
awareness and insight to have more success in conversations. When people understand their



strengths as well as others, they can bring out the best in each other while respecting each
other’s differences. It gives people the chance to develop better relationships, which foster
creativity and growth.Interestingly, there is a connection between learning styles as well as
communication styles, and you can use that insight to figure out what strengths drive you:40a.
Interpersonal: This is your style if you need to speak about your thoughts and feelings openly,
and you enjoy when people seek you out for advice. You also enjoy building emotional dynamics
in relationships. If this is your style, you enjoy understanding relationships and intuitively get
other people’s feelings, motivations, and goals.b. Intrapersonal: This is your style if you put
learning about yourself as a way of understanding others. Your idea is to first be aware of your
feelings, goals, and motivations and use that to direct your ideas and think independently.
Because you are introspective, you use your experience as a way of connecting with other
people and use that as a means to understand the person behind what happens to other
people.c. Linguistic: This style applies if you pay attention to the meaning of words and you
enjoy explaining things to other people or persuading them. You are articulate, and your strength
lies in communicating messages effectively.d. Logical: This applies to you if you think step by
step and like to follow a train of thought to its logical conclusion. You also like to find rational
explanations to behaviors and actions, which means that you probably have a good grasp of
numbers to projects from beginning to end.e. Visual-Spatial skills: This is when you can see
things from different angles just based on descriptions. You can conceptually see the
relationship between objects and use metaphors to explain things. You can see the big picture
because you are accustomed to looking at situations from above and see how the parts fit
together.f. Kinesthetic: This is if your sensory experiences are strong and you can process
information through physical movement. You can naturally connect how important elements join
together through symbols.g. Auditory: You can tell how people feel through the sound of their
voice, you pay attention to intonation, and music helps you think clearly.Self-knowledge and
action both form a solid foundation to change and can help you work through personal
resistance. Social learning theory indicates that our behaviors and attitudes are dependent on
the attitudes of the adults we spend time with, so dig deeper to see how their communication
styles might have influenced you.41ExerciseAsk yourself the following questions:a. Did my
parents have good social skills?b. Did my parents pass on any rules about how to communicate?
c. How did my parents show me to make up after an argument or settle differences of opinion?d.
Was I encouraged to express myself?40 Cole, S. (2014, October 21). How to discover your
individual communication style. Retrieved from https://www.fastcompany.com/3037322/how-to-
discover-your-individual-communication-style41 McLeod, S. (2016). Bandura–Social learning
theory. simplypsychology.org.Week 5 Day 1Feeling Like an Outsider“Nobody can make you feel
inferior without your consent.”- Eleanor RooseveltMost of us suffer from the imposter syndrome
and believe we don’t fit in or don’t belong. We try to look for people who we are on the same
wavelength as us, but small talk gets tricky, our hobbies and likes are too specific, and it turns
out we don’t find regular conversation engaging. While these are normal feelings, often they are



rooted in insecurity. At the core of it all, human beings are similar, but to find commonality, we
have to at first break down the defenses we put up, and that can only be dealt with through small
talk. Often we tell ourselves we are outsiders even if we fit in just fine, and our feelings often
stem from a pattern of thinking:a. I’ll never be good enough.b. No one likes me.c. They make fun
of me.These thoughts aren’t helpful and box us in. If you find yourself thinking these things,
rephrase the questions and ask yourself:a. What do I really want?b. What do I enjoy doing?c.
What are my values?d. How can I use them to connect with others?Starting conversations can
be intimidating, especially if you suffer from social anxiety, but there are a few ways that you can
curb it so that it doesn’t get the better of you:42a. There’s no perfect way to start the
conversation, so just say hello.b. Use your knowledge to your advantage. For example, if you
meet someone at a party, the easiest place to start would be your connection to the host.c. If
someone asks you how you’re doing, elaborate on the answer. Although “how are you” is a lazy
start to a conversation, sometimes people don’t know any better, so make the conversation flow
easier. You can elaborate by telling someone you’ve been busy with work or are planning a
holiday. To leave room for a conversation to flow, don’t tell them an entire story.d. Focus the
conversation on the other person. “How about you?” or “Tell me about you? What’s been going
on?” are open-ended questions that give people enough room to choose the topic they want to
talk about.e. In case you already know people in the room, you can ask them, “So what have you
been up to since we last spoke?” Since this question isn’t specific, it gives the other person the
chance to choose to disclose whatever they want to talk about. Ask someone how they’ve been
keeping busy, as that’s another open-ended question that leaves a person with enough flexibility
to choose their topics.f. Remember that at some point, we have all felt different or like outsiders.
You are not always going to agree or have the same values as the person that you meet, but that
doesn’t mean that conversation isn’t possible. You may have a different understanding of the
world, but that might make for an interesting conversation.ExerciseNext time you go somewhere
where you feel like an outsider, ask yourself:a. What do I want from these interactions?b. What
do I want to learn about this person?Remind yourself that you are an interesting person.
Approach every situation with curiosity.42 Berohn, K. (2019, October 24). How to start a
conversation. Retrieved September 26, 2020 from https://www.thecut.com/article/how-to-start-a-
conversation-9-conversation-starters-and-tips.htmlWeek 5 Day 2The Art of Beginnings“One can
begin so many things with a new person!—even begin to be a better man.”- George EliotIt is
scary to step out of your comfort zone and make conversations with people who attract you, but
by following a few basic guidelines, you can reduce your shyness and learn to talk to anyone, no
matter where you are.Our fear of talking to strangers comes from two sources: one is our
negative internal monologues and the second is outdated nineteenth-century social
restrictions.43 In the 19th century, it was stated that strangers needed to be introduced to each
other by a third party before they began a conversation. It was unacceptable to approach
someone with any questions beyond asking for directions unless you were introduced through
someone else. This phenomenon has trickled forward two centuries, and as a result, people feel



isolated and awkward in crowds. This apprehension in communication can also build negative
thoughts. You might start believing that you don’t need to speak to people because “they
wouldn’t like me anyway” or that “I’m too awkward.” In all these situations, you are seeing yourself
as someone inferior, and that belief creates self-consciousness, which prevents people from
knowing the real you.To avoid this, make note of your negative judgments and labels and try to
rephrase it to understand them without any connotations. For example, “I’m an idiot” can be
replaced with “When I don’t understand something immediately, my mind goes into panic and
blanks.” Use descriptive words rather than sloppy labels that make it difficult to break out of a
damaging internal monologue. This is a tricky one to manage especially when you feel rejected
when you’ve tried to approach someone. Old habits do die hard, but to tackle them, you can
make a list of both your positive and negative qualities. The positive qualities are those that you
do take pride in, and you can go over them before you go and approach someone. Negative
qualities also provide a balance, and the two combined give you a dose of reality that can then
be used to approach people.ExerciseMake a list of your top five positive and negative traits. The
next time you’re out in a room full of strangers, replay the positive traits in your mind and build up
the confidence to make conversation with people.43 McKay, M., Davis, M., & Fanning, P. (2018).
“Chapter 14: Making contact.” In Messages the Communication Skills Book. Oakland, CA: New
Harbinger Publications, p. 203.Week 5 Day 3Making a Good First Impression, Quietly“What I am
after is the first impression—I want to show all one sees on first entering the room —what my
eye takes in at first glance.”- Pierre BonnardEven before you have said your first word, people
have already formed an impression of you. From the way you look to the way you move forms 90
percent of someone’s first impression.44 Even if you go to a foreign country and can’t speak the
native language, you can probably tell a lot about the people you come across from how friendly
they are towards you or from their level of confidence. In fact, studies show that people have an
emotional reaction even before our brain has had time to rationally register what caused the
reaction.45Cartoonists, illustrators, and artists all have a knack of capturing the essence of a
personality on paper. From the way people tilt their head to the way they arch their shoulders
gives away pieces of their personality. Artists can construct these personalities based on their
observation of people. We all say a lot without saying anything all through micro expressions and
gestures that we may not even be aware of!To make a good impression off-the-bat, you can:a.
Maintain a great posture.b. Look ahead with your chin up.c. Display a confident smile.But even
with these simple steps, there is room for fine tuning. Dale Carnegie penned the importance of a
smile in his book How to Win Friends and Influence People. But it’s not just about any smile. At
the turn of the millennium, we have to reexamine the way we smile, especially in high-level
human relationships. There are dozens of different types of smiles, and you need to pick the
right one for the occasion while being careful to not smile too quickly. Leil Lowndes mentions in
his book 92 Little Tricks for Big Success in Relationships how having a big warm smile is an
asset, but we shouldn’t be too quick to deliver it. If it comes slower, it has more credibility.By
practicing our micro expressions and gestures, we create an opportunity to connect with even



strangers at a glance.ExerciseTry the flooding smile. When you meet someone, don’t
immediately greet them as soon as they walk in. Instead, take a second to absorb the other
person’s presence. Soak in who they are, and then let a smile appear on your face. Now, for the
person you’re speaking to, your smile is in response to their presence, and that split-second
delay lets the person believe that your smile is sincere and specifically for them.44 Lowndes, L.
(2003). “How to intrigue everyone without saying a word.” In How to Talk to Anyone: 92 Little
Tricks for Big Success in Relationships, (1st ed.). McGraw-Hill Education, p. 3.45 Lowndes, L.
(2003). “How to intrigue everyone without saying a word.” In How to Talk to Anyone: 92 Little
Tricks for Big Success in Relationships, (1st ed.). McGraw-Hill Education, p.3.Week 5 Day
4Clarifying First Impressions“First impressions never have a second chance.”- Charles R.
SwindollThere is no problem forming impressions about people when we first meet them,
provided that they are not fixed or based on illusions. Often when we first meet people, we are
on our best behaviors and make it a point to impress, especially in romantic relationships.
Trouble begins to brew when it becomes difficult to keep up with their best behavior and it turns
out the person liked us for the illusion and doesn’t know the real us.You can’t delude someone
forever, and sooner or later the façade comes crumbling down. When it does, relationships can
be in trouble because they weren’t based on honesty. Misleading impressions can lead to
disillusionment, and a way to keep that in check is to share first impressions as soon as
possible. You don’t need to be best friends with someone to clarify your perceptions based on
your first meetings, you just need to take a few steps to make sure that you have clarified any
assumptions you may have about each other.46
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Neera Kapahi, “Informative and amazing. In his amazing book, “365 days with effective
communication,” Ian Tuhovsky focuses on different topics for each day of the year. These range
from perception, working on limiting beliefs, working a party, managing conflict to presenting
your speech.The book has short chapters with exercises. You can do a chapter a day or multiple
chapters at a time as I did. He covers a wide range of topics - I resonated with some more than
others.I received the ARC for this book but also bought it on kindle. This is a well thought out
book. It cannot be read as just a novel and then put aside. I know that I will be referring to it from
time to time.Ian Tuhovsky writes that the relationship with ourself is lifelong. The book goes
beyond effective communication- it propels you to dig deeper.”

Kit, “Simplifying my Life. I struggle with dry conversation and self help. A of times authors will
pour out all of these neat ideas, and lose the reader in the dry rhetoric and research to teach the
reader. This book is as it states. Its a story of who you are and what has worked for you. I loved
the quotes, the sincere voice of the author in the narration and the self help exercises. I felt its a
great book, and you did a good job of teaching methods to communicate better.Great start...its a
good book to be proud of.”

Peter James Lee Ching, “Excellent Year Long Journey. I am a huge fan of Ian's work. His work is
always practical and easy to apply in your daily life. And he just made it easier. In this title he
presents a daily task and adventure for every day of the year. It takes all the excuses and hard
work out of the equation. We are all over worked, overwhelmed etc and our communication is
suffering. But we all want to better our communications so me can have more fulfilling
relationships and interactions. And this book really works. I have already read quite a few pages
and am looking forward to improving my interactions one day at a time.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very well written. The author uses quotes from a variety of sources. The
quotes are used to explain communication methods. This isn't a book that's just about
conversation, it covers expressions, body language, eye movement, and most importantly, being
present. There are exercises at the end of each day to put the ideas to use.”

AugustRose, “Easy and practical. Ian Tuhovsky is great at helping people with all forms of
communication, and he makes it easy and practical. None of us are perfect and we can all
benefit and learn from this great book - one day at a time.I highly recommend this book.I
received an ARC, but also bought my own copy.”

Will B, “Practical Tutorial. A primer on living a full life more than just a primer on communication.
Given in bite-sized daily chunks. Easy to read and understand, but beyond each challenges your
thinking. Practical advice on applying the concepts.”



S. GUAN, “Best Kindle purchase 2021. Timeless book with great tips and reminders. Had this
book since Jan 2021...easily best book purchase of the year.Worth more than 1000x what I paid
for this book.It had helped me tremendously to be a better communicator and overcome hurdles
with my business partners and clients.”

David Moore, “The Best Information About Understanding the Power of Communications. I like it
because it is very organized and comprehensive. I think that it is one of the best book that I have
ever read on communications. I will be returning to read it as my go to book to get a better
understanding about the essential components of communicating to myself and others. I will
keep this book in my library for many years to come.ThanksDavid”

Florrie O'Mahony, “INTERACTIVE.. Ian Tuhovsky's book "365 Days With EFFECTIVE
Communication" has put me on a new pathway of thinking. I never realised how much my brain
was holding me back, in it's attempt to protect me. I also didn't realise that working through the
pain and frustration of doing or learning something new was going to have such a positive affect
on my life. Never did I ever question why I was angry or frustrated and what that was trying to
teach me.This book has expanded my mind to look at life from a different perspective. Even
doing the daily exercises had my brain trying to stop me, but that realisation helped me to work
through them.This book is a must have, and if you read it carefully and follow the instructions,
you will make positive changes in your life.”

Peter H., “A new insight every day for a year!. This is truly a massive book, which includes a
tremendous amount of knowledge and wisdom. However, but by dividing it up into 365 days,
even the busiest person can find the time to gain great benefit from this book and its’ exercises.
It’s already an important part of my daily routine.”

Scott, “A must read. Great read, very helpful and inspiring”

Ebook Tops      , “Very nice. It’s great books and I learned a lot”

The book by Ian Tuhovsky has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 96 people have provided feedback.
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